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Introduction 
[Company] recently experienced personnel turnover in its Materials Department. 
The Materials Department Manager’s responsibilities have been for the past month 
spread out amongst the remaining team.  [General Manager] facilitated the team’s 
first gathering since the change took place on Tuesday, August 14, 2018 at 8:00a. 

Rehr Consulting was brought in on a pro bono basis to observe and assess the 
team’s individual and collective behavior and reactions (based solely on the team 
meeting).  At such a pivotal time, [General Manager] wanted an external perspective 
to gauge team and operational health. 

[General Manager] and Rehr Consulting subsequently agreed upon a proposal for a 
follow-on, two-day pro bono project.  The list of problems pointed out by the Service 
Department just before the August 14 meeting drive the project scope.  Generally 
speaking, process development would aim to combine departmental (high-level) 
processes specifically related to inventorying and materials deployment.   

Rehr Consulting quickly learned--and was validated by [General Manager]’s prior 
knowledge--that the Service Department problems were instead symptoms of 
deeper issues.  Studying those issues made more sense as a project scope and for 
this, a final assessment of observations made. 

Executive Summary 
Scheduled for Wednesday, August 29 and Thursday, August 30, Rehr Consulting’s 
pro bono project scope changed early on the first day.  After meeting at 8:00a on 
Day 1 with the Service Department, both [General Manager] and Rehr Consulting 
independently approved of a new, two-fold scope.  

❖ The first portion and its deliverable will be addressed in Leadership 
Development_Rehr Consulting (Google Doc).   

This document focuses on the second portion.   

Rehr Consulting’s exposure to the Service and Materials Departments’ respective 
operations during the two-day stretch may provide valuable observations.  Note that 
observations may read with a negative tone as Rehr Consulting is tasked with 
uncovering issues to be addressed.  With [Company]’s unique culture as a primary 
element, Rehr Consulting will discuss here: 

1. What issues and problems were identified? 
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a. What strategic perspective(s) give clarity and/or reasoning for those 
issues and problems? 

2. What recommendations may be made? 

A list of those recommendations appear at the end of this report: 

Assumptions 
All observations are based upon only two days of exposure to the Service and 
Materials Departments. 

● Details in all sections that follow pertain only to the Service and Materials 
Departments 

○ An exception would be the Accounting Department when specifically 
mentioned, e.g. system maps (see Systems Thinking Perspective). 

○ Not all [Company] staff members from the Service and Materials 
Departments were present during the two-day project. 

● Content and learning from conversations with [General Manager] are 
considered observations of the Service and Materials Departments. 

● System maps are limited to only those observations made during the two-day 
project (see Systems Thinking Perspective and Appedices 2-5). 

[Company]’s Culture 
The company’s organizational culture is understood to be a highly-coveted and 
-protected characteristic of [Company]’s business operations.  In kind with Edgar 
Schein’s definition, culture at [Company] is  

...a significant number of common experiences in 
successfully addressing external and internal problems.  1

[General Manager] actively if not persistently concerns himself and his decisions with 
[Company]’s culture.  Culture at [Company] is, in fact, strategic.  In a preparatory 
meeting for the pro bono project, [General Manager] agreed that the strategy of 
[Company] is “focus inward to better focus outward.”  Such is the business’s culture. 

This, based upon the following values, is how Rehr Consulting understands the 
culture of [Company]. 

1. Faith 

1 Christensen, Clayton M., and Kirsten Shu. What Is an Organization’s Culture (Case Study). 
Boston: Harvard School Business Publishing. 1999. Print. Sourced January 16, 2017 for BUS 511 
Cross-Cultural Management; Dr. Sam Holloway, Pamplin School of Business, University of 
Portland. 
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2. Family 
3. People 
4. Quality of Life 
5. Fair 
6. The “Right” Thing 
7. Future 
8. Caring 
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Issues and Problems Identified 

Culture and Organization Structure 
This section is not an indictment of [Company]’s culture.  Quite contrarily, the culture 
is wonderful.  There is a social calmness, and an openness to communicate.  The 
opposite would be routine, whispered, private conversations, among many other 
truly negative attributes.  None of that seems to exist at [Company].   

That remarkable atmosphere is impartial.  To an individual, staff members are open 
and honest even when it may make them look socially or professionally 
incompetent.  Nothing could be wiser.  (It is this notion of asking for help that will 
see them be successful on a daily basis and in the future.) 

2-3 years ago, [Company] embarked upon a transformation.  Through a ‘flattening’ of 
their traditional organizational structure (see graphic below), they sought equity, 
greater emphasis on supporting one another and not just the manager, and a more 
informal and egoless family atmosphere. 

 

 

There are benefits to both architectures - and drawbacks.  The following section 
speaks to the drawbacks to make later points in this document. 

Drawbacks to a Horizontal Organization Structure 

Focus Is the Team, Not the Organization 
While individuals are more inclined to work together, their focus may become 
limited to those around them.  That’s a good thing until it isn’t.   

The organization becomes not vertically siloed as in a traditional organization 
structure; instead, the organization becomes siloed by teams.  A popular, slang term 
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is ‘having blinders on’ with respect to the team’s own challenges, issues, and 
successes.   

 

❖ An example at [Company] is the Service and Materials Departments not 
communicating on matters that involve either both the teams or other 
departments, e.g. financial implications of inventory tracking, and returning 
items back into inventory when not used on the service job. 

The organization is impaired because traditional higher-level management styles are 
discounted in favor of working together.  This reveals itself in two ways at [Company]. 

1. Power or influence is in the team, not the drive for efficiency or incentivized 
performance by individuals. 

2. A traditional manager (i.e. a program manager) would   
a. Have oversight over numerous teams. 
b. Orchestrate resources. 
c. Take on escalated issues unaddressable at the team level. 
d. Step in if the team has problems.   

As there is no one to recognize where inter-organization communication breaks 
down, accountability becomes a challenging topic. 

Minimal Accountability 
The emphasis on teams and lack of status enables individuals to collectively tackle 
problems.  No one individual, then, is accountable; neither is the team.  The reasons 
appear: 

1. Being siloed (see The Team, Not the Organization above). 
2. A resulting breakdown in communications between teams. 

 

Desc  In Stock  Out of Stock 
Inventory 

Total 

Beginning Inventory  $ 100    $ 100 

Inventory Taken to Jobs    $ 100  $ 0 

Inventory Returned from Jobs  $ 40    $ 40 
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❖ An example at [Company] is the way inventory gets billed to a project. 
Looking at the table on page 6, more inventory gets taken for multiple jobs 
than is likely needed ($100).  Upon coming back to headquarters, the Service 
team member returns a bulk amount of unused, miscellaneous inventory 
($40).  There is no controlled way to decipher  

➢ What of the $60 to attribute to what project. 
➢ What of the remaining $40 to remove from which project. 

Minimal Financial Oversight 
Accountability and responsibility become blended, and not for benefit of any 
department or the organization.  (Accountability usually involves numbers. 
Responsibility concerns an activity.)  

 

Desc  In Stock  Out of Stock 

Beginning Inventory  $ 100   

Inventory Taken to Jobs    $ 100 

Inventory Returned from Jobs  $ 40   

Inventory Lost    $ 20 

 

❖ An example at [Company] touches on consideration that there are no controls 
on how much inventory may be taken from either Inventory or the Service 
Area.  More inventory ($100) is taken out to the field than is needed (for 
contingency).  What if some of that extra inventory ($20) is accidentally lost.   

➢ Service and Materials Departments 
■ At the end of the shift that day, to what job would lost inventory 

be accounted?   
■ Who is accountable for the loss - someone in Service who took 

extra inventory or someone in Materials because there are no 
controls?   

➢ Accounting Department 
■ The Income Statement would have unexplained errors in Cost of 

Goods Sold and Other Expenses. 
■ The Balance Sheet would be negatively impacted because  

● Inventory appears as an Asset; Accounts Payable is a 
Liability 
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◆ Accounts Payable, Cash and accruals for buying 
Inventory would exceed total Inventory on hand 
and the inventory used on work orders to date.   

■ Is [Company]’s accounting department accountable for bad data 
they had nothing to do with? 

Who Serves Me, Who Do I Serve? 
Rehr Consulting discussed with the Materials Department the concept of SIPOC. 

 

SIPOC stands for Supplier, Input, Process, Output and Customer (see graphic above). 
A simple concept, SIPOC generates in the mind who, what, where, when, why and 
how.   

In the case of the Materials and Service Departments, the focus is internal, if not only 
what’s visible within the respective department, i.e. not the other department’s 
operation and its influence.   

❖ For example, the Materials Department knows they serve the Service 
Department, but the Service Department’s customer is different.  Thus, there 
needs to be more of a general onus on the end customer (see Who Is the 
Customer: A Process Development Perspective).   

❖ Similarly, the Service Department must realize they can help the Materials 
Department help them.  An example is returning inventory - which jobs must 
be credited back with which inventory items would be very helpful.   
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Who Is the Customer: A Process Development Perspective 

 

It might seem logical to say that breakdowns are occurring between departments. 
Siloed operations do indeed have drawbacks (and benefits, for that matter), 
including potential lack of communication.  However, in the case of the Inventory & 
Materials Deployment process (see graphic above), it is apparent that not all 
departments serve the same [Company] customer.  In other words, there is 
misalignment of the ultimate focus.  This is not a breakdown of communication, 
but rather different goals for each department.  The result is misguided teamwork 
and misuse of handoff responsibilities - I receive, give to you, you do your job, hand 
back to me, etc. 

Systems Thinking Perspective 
Viewed as one group the Service and Materials Departments exhibit characteristics 
and behaviors of a single system of functions, purpose and people working together. 
There are certain factors that create limits.  In addition, there are unregulated 
activities that defeat controls.  All in all--limiting factors and unregulated 
activities--create inefficiencies and broader problems. 

Four (4) models based upon what Rehr Consulting observed as limiting factors and 
unregulated activities (see Appendices 2-5) exhibit the impacts to procedure and 
financial systems.  The overall analysis is as follows: 

1. The Service and Materials Departments do not appear to have a matching 
customer service agenda which may negatively impact 

a. The Service Department’s ability to be as successful as it could be. 
b. The Materials Department’s ability to track inventory. 

i. The inability to track inventory may directly 
1. Impact the Service Department’s ability to operate 
2. Influence the Service Department to make plans on their 

own without input from the Materials Department. 
2. Minimal financial oversight may encourage  
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a. Service Department 
i. Customer work orders changing while the Service Department is 

in transit. 
ii. Staff members taking more inventory as contingency for work in 

the field. 
b. Materials Department 

i. Keeping the status quo. 

The four models may be accessed with interactive usability through the hyperlinks 
found in each Appendix. 
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Recommendations 

Single External Customer Service Strategy 
1. [Company] should review each of its departments customers (e.g. SIPOC; 

internal and external) such that a single external customer service strategy 
drives all internal customer services. 

a. Communicate that strategy 
repeatedly until company 
alignment is achieved. 

b. Define and address problems 
(see further 
recommendations) 

c. Collaboratively devise 
processes to codify. 

Accounting Department Should Review its 
Company-Wide Internal Controls 

2. The Accounting Department should review its internal controls program (see 
also Appendix 6) and ensure that it includes Materials Department’s activities. 

a. Compare against the Five Elements of Internal Control  2

i. Control environment 
ii. Risk assessment 

iii. Control procedures 
iv. Monitoring 
v. Information and communication 

b. Report to [General Manager] and any corrective actions necessary. 
c. Put a plan in place to guide those corrective actions throughout the 

company. 
i. Devise a regular reporting structure from each department to 

the Accounting Department. 
ii. Develop a self-audit to take place twice a year to test that 

internal controls are working. 
d. Collaboratively support the Service and Materials Departments by 

i. Meeting regularly. 
ii. Discussing operations that impact accounting. 

2 Warren, Carl S., Survey of Accounting Seventh Edition. Stamford: Cengage Learning, 2015. 
Print. 
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iii. Training the staff on accounting principles related to their work. 
iv. Collaboratively create a report on the financial health of 

[Company]’s inventory that the Service and Materials 
Departments can  

1. Discuss regularly 
2. Maintain together 
3. Communicate to the Accounting Department each week 

or month, etc. 

Weekly Operations Meeting 
3. All teams involved in operations should have a weekly all-hands meeting to 

discuss their activities. 
a. Their function and processes. 
b. Best practices. 
c. Learn about the other departments. 
d. Share ideas to find operational effectiveness gains. 
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Appendix 1 - Glossary of Systems Thinking Terms 
 

Term  Definition  3

System  A set of elements or parts that is coherently 
organized and interconnected in a pattern or 
structure that produces a characteristic set of 
behaviors, often classified as its ‘function’ or 
‘purpose’. 

Stock  An accumulation of material or information that 
has built up in a system over time. 

Flow  Material or information that enters or leaves a 
stock over a period of time. 

Feedback Loop  The mechanism (rule or information flow or 
signal) that allows a change in a stock to affect 
a flow into or out of that same stock.  A closed 
chain of causal connections from a stock, 
through a set of decisions and actions 
dependent on the level of the stock, and back 
again through a flow to change the stock. 

Reinforcing Feedback Loop (R)  An amplifying or enhancing feedback loop, also 
known as a ‘positive feedback loop’ because it 
reinforces the direction of change.  These are 
vicious cycles and virtuous circles. 

Balancing Feedback Loop (B)  A stabilizing, goal-seeking, regulating feedback 
loop, also known as a ‘negative feedback loop’ 
because it opposes, or reverses, whatever 
direction of change is imposed on the system. 

Limiting Factor  A necessary system input that is the one 
limiting the activity of the system at a particular 
moment. 

2All definitions copied directly. 

   

3 Meadows, Donella H. Thinking in Systems. White River Junction: Chelsea Green Publishing, 
2008. Print. 
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Appendix 2 - Limiting Factors: Impact on 
Inventory-Related Procedures 

 
Materials Dept 

Service Dept 
Limiting Factors 

System Perspective: Ability to Track Inventory 

Find online (interactive) here. 
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https://ncase.me/loopy/v1.1/?data=[[[3,574,169,0,%22Services%2520Dept%2520Ops%2520%2526%2520Plans%22,4],[5,598,379,0,%22Ability%2520to%2520Track%2520Inventory%22,1],[6,707,596,0.16,%22Ability%2520to%2520Service%22,4],[9,958,767,0.16,%22Deliver%2520Inventory%22,1],[10,1058,172,0.33,%22No%2520Van%2520Schema%22,0],[12,806,192,0.16,%22Planning%2520w%252Fout%2520Mat%27l%2520Dept%22,4],[14,1110,647,0.33,%22Inventory%2520Not%2520Organized%22,0],[15,860,509,0.33,%22Take%2520More%2520Inventory%2520Than%2520Need%22,4],[17,815,369,0.33,%22No%2520Inventory%2520Return%2520Process%22,0],[18,1196,392,0.33,%22Availability%2520of%2520Inventory%22,0]],[[5,3,79,-1,0],[3,5,92,-1,0],[9,6,54,1,0],[12,6,364,-1,0],[3,12,66,1,0],[12,5,23,-1,0],[15,6,81,1,0],[15,5,-40,-1,0],[5,6,-85,1,0],[6,5,-43,-1,0],[12,15,89,1,0]],[[600,282,%22R%22],[755,513,%22B%22],[515,76,%22LIMITING%2520FACTORS%2520ON%2520INVENTORYING%2520%2526%2520MATERIALS%2520DEPLOYMENT%253A%22],[295,106,%22Impact%2520on%2520Procedures%22],[704,212,%22B%22],[472,398,%22START%2520HERE%22]],18%5D


 

Appendix 3 - Limiting Factors: Impact on 
Inventory-Related Financial Systems 

 
Materials Dept 

Service Dept 
Accounting Dept 

System Perspective: Minimal Financial Oversight 

Find online (interactive) here.   
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https://ncase.me/loopy/v1.1/?data=[[[3,1134,569,0,%22Services%2520Dept%2520Ops%22,4],[4,880,713,0.5,%22Ability%2520to%2520Track%2520Inventory%22,1],[5,844,279,0.5,%22Orders%2520Change%2520in%2520Transit%22,4],[6,1141,256,0.5,%22Advanced%2520Planning%22,4],[7,893,461,0.66,%22Minimal%2520Financial%2520Oversight%22,3],[9,635,525,0,%22Take%2520Add%27l%2520Inventory%22,4]],[[6,5,-69,1,0],[3,6,-68,-1,0],[5,9,-26,1,0],[9,4,-82,-1,0],[7,6,67,1,0],[7,5,21,-1,0],[7,9,-25,-1,0],[7,4,-61,1,0],[4,3,-71,1,0],[4,6,-64,1,0],[4,7,-51,1,0],[6,9,-250,1,0]],[[884,613,%22R%22],[542,86,%22LIMITING%2520FACTORS%2520ON%2520INVENTORY%2520%2526%2520MATERIAL%2520DEPLOYMENT%253A%22],[374,120,%22Impact%2520on%2520Financial%2520Systems%22],[1000,425,%22START%2520HERE%22]],10%5D


 

Appendix 4 - Unregulated Activities: 
Impact on Inventory-Related Procedures 

 
Materials Dept 

Service Dept 
[Company] 

Limiting Factor 

System Perspective: [Company]’s Customer Service Agenda 

Find online (interactive) here.   
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https://ncase.me/loopy/v1.1/?data=[[[3,791,551,0.16,%22Scope%2520Unclear%2520Until%2520On%2520Site%22,4],[4,782,158,0.16,%22No%2520Plan%2520for%2520Stocking%2520Service%2520Area%22,1],[5,944,646,0,%22ADK%27s%2520Customer%2520Service%2520Agenda%22,5],[6,578,381,0.16,%22Minimal%2520Notification%252C%2520Inventory%2520Arrived%22,0],[7,1121,760,0,%22No%2520Warranty%2520Process%22,5],[8,781,332,0.66,%22Ability%2520to%2520Track%2520Inventory%22,1],[9,739,717,0.66,%22Ability%2520to%2520Service%22,4]],[[3,8,-69,-1,0],[8,3,-72,-1,0],[3,9,-73,-1,0],[5,8,-93,-1,0],[5,3,-66,-1,0],[5,9,66,-1,0],[5,7,76,1,0],[8,9,-152,-1,0],[7,5,63,-1,0],[4,8,-83,-1,0],[8,4,-69,-1,0]],[[784,449,%22R%22],[432,76,%22UNREGULATED%2520ACTIVITIES%2520IN%2520INVENTORYING%2520%2526%2520MATERIALS%2520DEPLOYMENT%253A%22],[180,110,%22Impact%2520on%2520Procedures%22],[1036,713,%22B%22],[779,257,%22R%22],[1053,605,%22START%2520HERE%22]],9%5D


 

Appendix 5 - Unregulated Activities: Impact on 
Inventory-Related Financial Systems 

 
Materials Dept 

Service Dept 
Accounting Dept 

[Company] 

System Perspective: Minimal Financial Oversight 

Find online (interactive) here. 
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https://ncase.me/loopy/v1.1/?data=[[[3,390,466,0.16,%22Take%2520Add%27l%2520Inventory%22,4],[4,647,455,0.16,%22No%2520Controls%2520on%2520Taking%2520Inventory%22,1],[5,602,189,0.16,%22Uncontrolled%2520Billing%2520to%2520Job%22,1],[6,1274,592,0.16,%22No%2520Warranty%2520Process%22,5],[7,914,249,0.16,%22Minimal%2520Financial%2520Oversight%22,3],[8,902,492,0.16,%22Ability%2520to%2520Track%2520Inventory%22,1]],[[7,6,28,1,0],[6,7,-192,-1,0],[7,8,-56,-1,0],[8,4,-74,-1,0],[4,8,-72,1,0],[8,7,-68,1,0],[6,8,69,-1,0],[6,4,181,1,0],[4,3,70,1,0],[3,4,70,1,0],[6,3,254,1,0],[5,3,-130,1,0],[3,5,23,1,0],[5,4,-45,1,0],[4,5,-67,1,0],[7,5,-67,1,0],[5,7,-21,1,0]],[[405,74,%22UNREGULATED%2520ACTIVITIES%2520IN%2520INVENTORYING%2520%2526%2520MATERIALS%2520DEPLOYMENT%253A%22],[188,112,%22Impact%2520on%2520Financial%2520Systems%22],[776,479,%22B%22],[911,384,%22B%22],[1176,364,%22B%22],[518,471,%22R%22],[719,377,%22R%22],[631,336,%22R%22],[447,292,%22R%22],[530,349,%22R%22],[771,211,%22R%22],[1073,505,%22B%22],[774,332,%22B%22],[1186,646,%22R%22],[1089,726,%22R%22],[997,187,%22START%2520HERE%22]],8%5D

